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The Eleventh Edition of Practical Business Math Procedures provides innovative learning tools
and real-world examples that will support, engage, and motivate business math students in the
classroom. The goal of the 11th edition is to personalize the learning experience for all business
math students to promote engagement, achievement, and lifelong learning. The text motivates
with the integration of interesting real world examples and photos from the Wall Street Journal,
Kiplinger’s, and many other business journals. Jeffrey Slater's Practice Business Math
Procedures is the most popular and widely used book for this course and it is carefully written
and developed to support students with little math experience by providing summary practice
tests, numerous exercises, supporting tutorial videos on DVD, and much more.Connect is the
only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver
precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is
more engaging and effective.

About the AuthorJeff Slater has been teaching 30 years at North Shore Community College. He
has acted as a consultant for the office of personnel management in Boston and New York. Jeff
tours the country giving speeches on student retention at colleges as well as national
conventions.
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morgarito, “A Note for Business Students. Do yourself a huge favor, if you are purchasing this for
a class, and try to test out. It was a requirement for my undergrad degree and while it was an
easy A this book, and the class, explained VERY basic math and accounting. Having already
taken Calculus and Accounting, I was bored to the bone.The book does a wonderful job of
explaining word problems and something I loved that not all books do - they show you a couple
different ways to approach the word problem.”

Vero, “Rent this book. This book is a great math book for the ones who need to train their brain,
or for students, or for people who want to make peace with world problems! It is very well
detailed in terms of explanations and there are many exercizes to apply your knowledge. There
is also a DVD if you encounter difficulties when practising. The authors of this book did a great
work to make business maths accessible to students who are not found of maths in general.
Bravo! if only they could influence French Math Academic authors maybe more people would
like this discipline!”

Adriann Barnhart, “Amazing Book!. I needed this book for my business math class and did not
want to spend $375 at my School Store. When I found out that I could purchase the book
through Amazon, I was relieved that I did not have to waste so much money. Mainly since I am
paying out of pocket for school.This book is very helpful and so is the small book it comes with.
Although these books are always being updated, it will not effect you too much if were to buy this
version two semesters from now!”

Josh, “Better price than others. It was the book I needed for cheaper than my school had ever
thought about seeing for it so yeah it got the job done not what I wanted to but hey ya know ya
gotta do what ya gotta do sometimes”

Todd Sartini, “Practical Business Math Procedures with Handbook. This text book is also very
easy to read if you take business in high school.”

alec, “When you buy a used book, extra materials are .... When you buy a used book, extra
materials are often excluded (like the dvd and handbook) to get a used book with these is very
rare. My book came with the dvd but not Handbook. But that was to be expected, anyways if
anyone else needs the handbook to you can go to the publishers website and download it. Link
to handbook: http://highered.mheducation.com/sites/0073377546/student_view0/
handbook_tables.html”

Munro, “Good condition. Would recommend - CMunro”
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